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Guizhou Zeroes in On
High-Tech Industry
Guizhou province has an ambitious
plan to become one of the most important
research and production bases for China’s
high-tech industry. Senior provincial
officials said recently that the province, in
southwest China, is attracting overseas
talent and investors to establish three
research and development (R&D) centers
for hard disc drives (HDD), optical
electronic (OE) chips and digital video and
communications.
Six industrial bases will be established
for HDD, optical electronics, digital video
and communications, electronics
components, biological engineering and
new materials. Guizhou’s provincial
government is extending preferential
policies for land use, electricity prices, tax
collection and introduction of talent.
Guizhou is a poor inland province. Its
gross domestic product (GDP) in 2002 was
USD 14.2 billion, about one-tenth of East
China’s Jiangsu Province’s GDP of USD
128.1 billion.
In early 2002, Guizhou choose a 1-inch
small form-factor HDD as a pilot project for
the innovative knowledge-based economy
development plan. GS Magicstor, Inc.
opened a HDD factory in Guiyang in August
2002, and unveiled its 4.8-GB, 1-inch HDD
and 40-GB, 1.8-inch HDD.
Moutai Distillery Group Co. has
invested USD 21.7 million and Yan Kuang
Guizhou Energy Chemical Co., Ltd. pumped
USD14.5 million into the R&D of the HDDs.
Zhang Qunshan, Director of Guizhou’s
Economy and Trade Commission Stressed
the importance of “treating special matters
in special ways,” and said “Guizhou has
been known for its poor investment
environment, due to its geographical
location and weak industrial and business
heritage. It is hard to change this situation
overnight, so we have to concentrate our
efforts on key projects that are pivotal to
the economic growth of the province.”
Sources: China Business Weekly, 10/06/
2003 -Translated by Sunny Cui

Cement Industry in
China
Since 1985, China has been the largest
producer and consumer of cement in the
world. The output in 2002 reached 725 million
tons. China cement industry is facing a
tough task of structural adjustment. Up to
2002, the production capacity of all New
Suspension Preheater (NSP) production
lines only accounted for 17% of the total
production, replacing outdated capacity
with advanced NSP will be a major task of
the industry in the next ten to fifteen years.
Portland Cements (also known as
silicate cements in China) are the major
cement products in China, occupying 97%
of the total. There are 101 cement standards
in China, including 13 compulsory national
standards, 27 recommended national
standards, 7 compulsory industrial
standards and 54 recommended industrial

China News
standards. The standards of Portland
cements are compulsory national standards.
Shaft kiln production, small production
scale, outdated equipment and
environmental pollution are serious
problems that need to be solved and
improved. NSP plants of Jidong, Zhujiang,
etc. imported all of their production
equipment from overseas.
Source: China Building Materials
Industries 2003 -Translated by Pingping
Xie.

China Builds the Largest
Power Grid in the World
China has set up the largest power grid
in the world with a combined installed power
capacity of 140 million kW, and a span of
4,600 km across 14 provinces and
municipalities.
China’s two important power grids, the
North China Power Grid and Central China
Power Grid, were successfully connected
for the first time on September 20 and the
interconnected grid operated smoothly. The
connection was made possible by a 210 km,
500 kW transmission line, which links the
Xin’an Transformer Substation of the North
China Grid in Handan City, Hebei Province
in northern China, with the Huojia
Transformer Substation of the Central China
Power Grid in Xinxiang City of Henan
Province, central China.
The connection of the two grids will
help the power sector to optimize its electrical
power resources, enable the two grids to
support each other in distribution of
electricity and improve operation safety of
the power grids.
Source: China Electric Power News, 09/
23/2003 -Translated by Michael Mei

China Industrial Production
Keeps Growing in
September
China reported an industrial added
value of USD 44.7 billion in September, 16.3%
higher than the same period last year,
according to the National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS).
China’s industrial added value for the
nine months to September rose 16.5% on
an annual basis to nearly USD 350.7 billion,
the NBS monthly report showed.
Communication equipment, computer
and other electronic device production,
transport production, metallurgy, electrical
machine production, and the chemical
industry all had growth rates above 20% in
September and continued as the country’s
major driving forces in industrial
production.
Source: China Machinery and Electronic
News, 10/9/2003- Translated by Peining
Zhao

China’s Curtain is Rising
for New 3G Licenses
China has taken a series of steps to
push the development of 3G communication
over the past few months. 3G refers to the
third-generation mobile communication
technology following the first generation
of analog communication technology (1G)
and second generation of mobile
communication technology (2G).
Lou Qinjin, vice minister of Information
Industry (MII) inspected 3G technology
experiments in July and laid down detailed
requirements and guidelines for the
development of 3G. A seminar was held in
Shenzhen on August 23 to discuss “strategy
for the development of 3G communications
system” under the chairmanship of Li
Mofang, a member of the State Information
Drive Panel and the sponsorship of
Zhongxing Telecom Equipment and Huawei
Technologies, with a report submitted to
the government as a reference for making
policy decisions in the future. It is also
reported that a “Global Summit- 3G in China”
which represents the barometer of 3G
progress in China, is scheduled for the end
of October in Beijing.
Technically, MII has carried out twoyear long Mtnet3G experiments with the
participation of dozens of well-known
domestic and overseas mobile
communication system and terminal
manufacturers and instrument companies.
The experiments, claimed to be the world’s
largest ever in terms of scale, participants
and technologies, cover three international
3G standards of W-CDMA, CDMA2000 and
TD-SCDMA. The experiments will be
finished some time at the end of the year or
in early 2004, according to the Wall Street
Journal.
The project will raise the curtain for the
government to issue 3G licenses to telecom
operators.
To date, the 3G technologies
acknowledged the world over include
Europe’s W-CDMA mode basing on GSM
backbone network, U.S. Qualcomm’s
CDMA2000 mode basing on CDMA
backbone network and China Datang
Telecom’s TD-SCDMA mode.
The most prominent feature of a 3G
phones, said experts, is that it provides not
only a “communication tool” but also
multimedia services in voice, data and video
and wireless Internet access, with a
transmission rate 40 times that of traditional
mobile phones. But 3G services in the world
are flat. 3G still has some technical flaws
and the technical equipment is still in the
experimental stage, far from mature.
3G users of Hutchison, Europe often
complain about network instability, blurred
image and poor voice quality. 3G terminal
problems remain unsettled. Mobile phones
supporting 3G technology are few and far
between. No country can afford to turn a
blind eye to 3G, a leader of future mobile
communication technology despite its
current flaws. China Mobile, which missed
the development opportunities of 1G and
2G, will not let 3G development opportunity
slip by. The 3G market in China is no less
than USD 120 billion, according to the most
conservative estimate and the industries
associated with telecom industry are likely
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to top USD 1,207 billion. The 3G value chain
also extends to cover content providers,
value-added integrators and service
providers.
Foreign companies have stepped up
their 3G investment in China since the
beginning of June this year. US Qualcomm
announced a USD 100 million investment in
Chinese companies that are engaged in
CDMA technology development; Lucent
Technologies also revealed that the
company would add another USD 50 million
to reinforce its 3G R&D in China. Heads of
such multinational telecom giants as
Ericsson and Siemens visited China one
after another. Cornwell, CEO of Global GSM
Association came to Beijing, trying to make
WCDMA standards the best choice for the
government to issue 3G licenses. Hewlett
Packard, however, joined hands with
UTStarcom to work on future-based 3G
solutions.
Signs show that China is pushing its 3G
progress in sure and steady strides.
Overseas observers found that the
government started to support the efforts
to work out China’s own 3G standards a
long time ago. China unveiled the allocation
of 3G mobile phone frequencies last October,
and people realized in amazement that
Datang Telecom’s TD-SCDMA standards
received more preferential arrangements
than Europe’s W-CDMA standards.
Insiders believe that China will probably be
the first country to adopt three 3G
standards, namely W-CDMA, CDMA2000
and TD-SCDMA. The market has been
mature for adopting the W-CDMA
standards, but the market for adopting TDSCDMA is yet to be improved. But it is a
nagging problem for the policy decision
makers whether to issue licenses separately
or in a bundle and how to prevent TDSCDMA standards from falling behind other
standards.
Tianyang Technology CEO Zuo Hanbo
told the TD-SCDMA International Summit
on September 1 that the high-tech firm
affiliated with Datang Telecom plans to
release TD-SCDMA chips for mobile
phones in April next year and produce
sample phones in June.
Source: China Economic Information
Service (CEIS) 10/16/2003

Virginia Ng
• Top 1% in Nation
• Internl. President’s Elite
• Certified Res. Specialist
With her integrity, years of experience in real
estate, conscientious & professional service,
excellent command in different languages,
she provides following services:
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CREDIT - YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT ASSET
By Gigi Yau, Mortgage Consultant

M

any immigrants from Asia
or even Europe tend to
underestimate
the
importance of obtaining,
increasing and preserving good credit.
Many hardworking and accomplished
people I come across tell me that they have
good spending habits – in cash – and tend
to spend within their means. I agree with
spending within one’s means, but I wish I
could have met them before they apply for
a mortgage. Some people consider
themselves trustworthy by avoiding being
in debt; while creditors look at one’s debt
payment history to determine their credit
worthiness in the considerations of their
approval of the borrower’s next loan.
Practically, building a good credit history is
worthwhile for people who choose to live
and stay in this country. For married
couples, be sure that each of the persons
obtains credit. In other words, be sure the
woman has her own accounts and credit
history.
Credit is used heavily in the U.S., Hong
Kong and many countries. In some Asian
and European countries, obtaining credit is
still inconvenient and only applicable for
larger purchase. However, in the U.S., you
would find it practical and convenient to
use credit. In the U.S., there are many
mortgage programs with zero down
payments, or 3%, or 5% down payment
programs; while in Hong Kong, 30% down
payment has been the norm or even the
minimum in acquiring a property. Since the
initial investment in a home purchase could
be small, the credit of the borrower, i.e. the
likelihood of the lender getting their
investment (i.e. the loan amount plus
interest) back – carries a more critical factor
in the underwriting decision.
Credit is the measure of one’s ability to
pay their obligations. Lenders want to see
stability – both on the job and home
address; and prompt payments of past debt
and a low debt compared to one’s income.
Many lenders use what are commonly
referred to as the six “C’s” of credit.
1) Character – Does this person appear
to be trustworthy? This is a summary
of what was thought about you as a
person.
2) Capacity – The ability to pay off the
debt, based upon earnings and
outstanding debt.
3) Collateral – Is security required for
the loan? Is the security desirable to
the lender? Is the security adequate for
this loan size?
4) Conditions – Are there economic or
regulatory influences that would come
into play?
5) Credit – Your credit history.
6) Capital – Your net-worth determined
by a financial statement.
The credit represented by a three digit
score, ranging from 300 to 900, is calculated

through data including your payment
promptness, credit limit, credit usage, and
major derogatory events such as
bankruptcy, foreclosure, collections, chargeoffs etc. About 20% of consumers score
below 620; 20% score 620-690; 20% 690-745;
20% 745-780 and the top 20% over 780. On
the other statistics, 11% of consumers score
over 800; 29% score 750-799; 20% score 700749; 16% 650-699; 11% 600-649; 7% 550-599;
5% 500-549; and the last 1% score below
500. The significance in getting a good
credit is that it affects your ability to obtain
a loan, as well as whether you get a favorable
interest rate.
Your credit scores are calculated based
on the following types of information:
35% - Payment history
30% - Amounts owed
15% - Length of credit history
10% - New credit
10% - Types of credit in use
1) Payment history: Prompt payments
convince lenders that the borrower will
likely repay the loan. Over 30 days late is
considered derogatory. Nowadays,
consumers, on average, are paying their bills
on time. 85% of all consumers have never
paid an account over 90 days past due. Less
than 10% have ever had a loan or account
closed by the lender due to default. A late
payment history may take up to 48 months
to be removed. The more recent late affects
the score more significantly.
2) Amount owed: Accounts with
balances over 30% of the limit will cause a
few points deduction from the credit score.
To protect your credit score, start using
another credit card when one is close to
30% of the credit limit. The typical consumer
has approved $12,190 credit limits on all
credit cards combined. About 48% of credit
card holders carry a balance of less than
$1000. Except mortgages, 54% of
consumers carry less than $5000 of debt;
while nearly 30% carry more than $10,000 of
non-mortgage debt. The amount owed as
well as the balances to limit ratio are both
factors affecting your credit score. For
people who have a high balance on a student
loan, the credit score still reflects the
financial stress.
3) Length of Credit history: A long
good history and recent good history both
help prove the borrower will pay back the
loan. For some people who have a long
history but have a recent lack of activities
should continue to use their credit cards
and pay promptly. For people who have
too many cards and who want to close down
a few accounts should consider closing
down newer cards, especially those with
lower credit limits, so that their long history
cards are still counted towards their credit
scores. When you want to close down

credit cards, consider spreading out the time
to close a few accounts down and be sure
to leave at least four accounts open.
4) New Credit: For some inquiries, such
as car loan, and mortgages, a few points
would be deducted from the borrowers’
credit scores. So, if you have to shop for
the best program, use a mortgage broker
with access to a wide variety of programs
from multiple lenders, instead of a specific
financial institute such as the bank you have
a checking account. The credit report is the
one tool to help the new lender assess your
credit worthiness even if you do not have
any business relationship with the lender.
For someone who just started a new

mortgage, he/she will gain a few points in
his/her credit scores.
5) Type of credit in use: Today’s
consumer has an average of 11 credit
accounts and loans, which include
revolving accounts such as credit cards,
store cards, and installment loans such as
mortgage, car loans, student loans.
Comparing consumer credits and
mortgages, the mortgage is a more favorable
credit type because it has appreciable
collateral. If you have to choose between
closing consumer credit cards such as Visa
and Master cards, and retail credit cards,
keep the consumer cards.

Editor’s Note: This material is provided for informational purposes only and
China Insight assumes no responsibility for its accuracy and recommends consulting
your professional advisors before taking any action.
For a complimentary consultation, you may reach Gigi Yau at Dearey Mortgage at
952-345-0977 or cell 612-978-0045 or gyau@deareymortgage.com. Visit
www.deareymortgage.com.

Doyle & Associates
Tax and Financial Serivces

Meg Young
Tax Preparation
Accounting Services
QuickBooks and Peachtree Set up
Business Consultation
Concerned about your personal/business financial planning? Will
you be taking advantage of all of the recent tax law changes? Now
is the time to plan and organize so consult with your financial advisor or accountant. December 31, 2003 will be too late! We are
scheduling a limited number of free consulting sessions to assist
anyone that is interested in doing the proper advance planning to
minimize their tax liabilities.

(952) 474-3567
1-800-735-0106
FAX (952) 474-6514
5100 Thimsen Avenue, Suite 140, Minnetonka, MN 55345
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MINNESOTA INTERNATIONAL CENTER
Dedicated to inspiring our community to understand global issues and cultures in an ever changing world

Minnesota International Center
711 E River Road
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Ph: 612.625.4421
Fax: 612.624.1984
www.micglobe.org
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13
U.S. Foreign Policy Town Meeting with
Ambassador Richard Boucher
Join MIC for a Town Meeting with
Ambassador Richard Boucher, State
Department spokesman and assistant
secretary, Bureau of Public Affairs. Town
Meetings are designed to increase public
understanding and engagement in the
policy development process and provide
opportunities to exchange views with a
senior official of the Department of State.
Service to five Secretaries of State as
spokesman or deputy spokesman has
provided Ambassador Boucher with
considerable experience and a unique
vantage point from which to speak to
today’s diplomatic challenges and
opportunities.
In addition, Ambassador Boucher has
held a variety of diplomatic posts in Hong
Kong, Cyprus, Taiwan, China and
Washington, D.C. He is a senior Foreign
Service Officer with the rank of Career
Minister. Ambassador Boucher studied at
Tufts University and at George Washington
University.

Whether your knowledge of world
affairs is considerable or less so, we
encourage you to attend this Town
Meeting to hear an assessment of the
challenges the people of United States and
the world face today and beyond.
Program cosponsored by The American
Foreign Service Association of the Upper
Midwest (AFSA), and the St. PaulMinneapolis Committee of Foreign
Relations
Who: Ambassador Richard A. Boucher, State
Department spokesman and assistant
secretary, Bureau of Public Affairs
When: Thursday, November 13;
Registration 8:30 - 10:00 a.m.; program 10:00
a.m. - noon
Where: Fitzgerald Theater, 10 E. Exchange
Street, St. Paul
Cost: Free but advanced registration is
required. NO WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS
There will be general seating, so plan to
arrive early for best selection of seats.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Peril on the Peninsula: The Future of
Korea
MIC invites you to join speakers from
the Korean Economic Institute, the Korean
Embassy and the U.S. State Department on
Wednesday, November 19, for a program
on the state of affairs on the Korean

Call for Articles
Tired of misconceptions about China?
China Insight is a local newspaper fostering U.S.-China cultural and business
harmony.
We are interested in publishing articles that will engage an audience in America.
Potential topics range from understanding daily life in China (or for Chinese in America)
to discussion of business markets, including but not limited on:
 Local Chinese stores
 Coming Chinese movies
 Recommended books
 Recommended videos, movies
 Old Minnesota-China ties
 Recommended Chinese restaurants
 Information channels: satellite set-up, short-wave radio, Internet
 Chinese calligraphy
 Chinese painting
 Chinese musical instruments
 Historical - short articles about influential Chinese, e.g. Sun Yot-Sen
 Travelers' tales
 Chinese impressions of America
 Chinese plants, flowers
 Getting good Chinese-language software
 Cartoons
 Questions about China
 American businessmen in China
 Chinese immigrants who have succeeded in America
 Americans who are studying Chinese - why are you learning Chinese?
 Tea

peninsula and the impact on U.S. and
regional foreign relations. North Korea’s
dire economy combined with its nuclear
ambitions has strained relations with the
United States and countries neighboring the
Korean peninsula. The United States,
China, Russia, Japan and the two Koreas
met in Beijing in August to defuse tensions
over the North’s suspected nuclear
weapons program. The meeting yielded no
clear outcome but a need for continued
dialog.
How has U.S. foreign policy changed in
light of these developments? How will the
situation with North Korea affect U.S.
relations with longtime ally South Korea?
Will combined diplomatic efforts from China
and Russia create new opportunities for
closer political ties with the U.S.? What kind
of foreign economic aid does North Korea
seek and what is feasible under these
circumstances? Explore the political,
economic and security complexities of these
issues with our panel of expertse.
About the speakers:
Don Oberdorfer, Journalist-inResidence at Johns Hopkins SAIS
Prior to his work at Johns Hopkins, Mr.
Oberdorfer was the Diplomatic
Correspondent for The Washington Post

for 17 years. His book, The Two Koreas,
was a best seller and he recently completed
his new book, Senator Mansfield: The
Extraordinary Life of a Great American
Statesman and Diplomat. He knows the
North-South struggle on the Korean
peninsula intimately, has traveled
extensively and writes on the Koreas, China,
Japan, Russia and Western Europe.
Korean Embassy and U.S. State
Department: Please note that the
uncertainty of this developing situation
affects the ability of the Korean Embassy
and the U.S. State Department to identify
which representatives will be available for
the presentation. Details will be announced
on the MIC website as soon as they are
available.
This program is cosponsored by the
Korean Economic Institute in Washington,
D.C.
What: The Future of Korea
When: Wednesday, November 19;
registration 11:30a.m.; lunch at noon;
program 12:30 - 1:30p.m.
Where: Radisson Plaza Hotel, 35 South 7th
Street, downtown Minneapolis
Cost: MIC members and students $25; Nonmembers $35. Limited program only seating
$10 Walk-in registrations for lunch, please
add $5. Advance registration is requested
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TOWN HALL MEETING
DISCUSSES NEXT
PHASE IN PROCESS
TO RE-INVENT THE
ANNUAL ASIAN
AMERICAN FESTIVAL
Saint Paul, MN - Seven years ago the
Asian American Renaissance and Council
on Asian Pacific Minnesotan organized the
first Asian-American festival. The concept
of the event was to celebrate and recognize
the rich, vibrant Asian & Pacific Islander
(API) communities rooted in Minnesota. The
Festival was also thought to be an ideal
medium for the numerous API ethnic groups
to share their tradition, culture and history
with mainstream Minnesotans
The Festival has become an annual
affair, incorporating exhibitors; food and
merchant vendors; and lively performances
and entertainment. Community interest in
the Festival has increased each year, both
in the form of sponsors and participants.
However, the inconsistency of event dates,
venues, and coordination has kept the
Festival from growing in size and stature and from emerging as an institutionalized
annual community event.
This past summer saw a number of
changes to the Asian American Festival. A
change in name to the Dragon Festival was
accompanied by a new venue -Lake Phalenand the introduction of Dragon Boat racing.
The boat races were an exciting addition
and attracted coverage from local media.
The new name, event site, and activities,
together with the extension of festivities
from one day to two, proved attractive to

the community. An estimated 5,000 people
attended the weekend affair - a record for
the Festival.
Even with this year’s successful Dragon
Festival, the 2003 committee determined at
meetings held in July and August that the
Dragon Festival still needed significant
structural overhaul. Discussions in years
past have centered on creating a sustained
entity that is community driven and
organized. In light of the current budget
crisis facing community organizations, the
question was raised: How can this be
accomplished?
l.The 2004 interim festival committee
revealed a preliminary plan at a recent Town
Hall Meeting identifying fresh and exciting
ways for non-profit organizations,
community leaders, Asian and non-Asian
businesses, corporations and various
institutions to participate. Different ways
for the festival to raise money for important
issues that affect the community will also
be revealed.
2.The committee believes its proposed
re-organization will ensure the continued
survival of this celebration of Asian &
Pacific Islander Minnesotans, as well as
revitalize the event with an infusion of new
ideas, new leaders, new volunteers and new
planning committee members. For more
information please email Evelyn Lee at
shiulung2003@yahoo.com.

NORTHWEST AIRLINES TO THE ORIENT SALE
TEL 612-821-1040

SPECTRUM TRAVELWE ARE #1
CONSOLIDATOR FOR
NORTHWEST TO THE
ORIENT
3600 NICOLLET AVE S
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55409

1-888-550-7190
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IPA ANNOUNCES NEW ROUND OF
FELLOWSHIPS FOR JOURNALISTS OF
COLOR
The Independent Press Association
announces the fall 2003 application cycle
of the George Washington Williams
Fellowship, created to encourage journalists
of color to pursue important social issues
in the public interest. The fellowship funds
stories written by journalists of color about
issues such as the environment, global trade
policy, healthcare, race and education.
Fellows receive access to some research
support,
consultants,
advanced
professional training and a large network of
journalists working in the public interest
sector. In addition, program staff works
closely with fellows to publish their stories
in major publications.
Individuals may apply for financial and
institutional support to write a single story
or they may seek an investigative or depth
reporting fellowship of between three and
twelve months to research a specific social
issue. If accepted, the George Washington
Williams Fellowship will pay national
commercial rates for individual stories or
$1500 per month plus expenses for depth
reporting fellowships.
Any journalist of color with at least three
years of solid professional reporting and
writing experience may apply for the
fellowship. Individuals with backgrounds
in investigative or enterprise reporting are
preferred. Previous reporting or other

experience in the chosen subject area is
desirable. The fellowship is open only to
U.S. citizens or to foreign journalists who
have established relationships with U.S.
publications. College journalism or
internship experience does not qualify as
professional experience.
The fall application deadline is
November 20, 2003.
The George Washington Williams
Fellowship is named after the late 19th
century African American journalist who
wrote the first history of African Americans
from their own point of view. Williams was
also the first reporter to document the
upheaval in the Belgian Congo at that time.
For more information and to download
an application, visit our web site at: http:/
/www.indypress.org/programs/nvip.html .
You may also call 415-643-4401 to contact
Carly Earnshaw at x116.
The Independent Press Association is
a nonprofit, national magazine trade
association representing more than 400
independent and public interest
periodicals. In addition to the G.W. Williams
Fellowship, the IPA offers a variety of
services to its members. These include a
revolving loan fund, a paper-buying
cooperative, on-line publishing advice,
newsstand distribution services and
publishing conferences.

Home Mortgage Consultants Inc.
A Nation Wide Mortgage Broker

Peter S. Meimaridis, President

1-800-488-4663
Minnesota: 763-595-1883
Let us show you how to save THOUSANDS of
dollars on your mortgage
Here at Home Mortgage Consultants we pride ourselves on having the
most unique and cost effective mortgages in the industry. We have
competitive rates and creative ways to structure your mortgage to
your individual needs. As a client of Home Mortgage Consultants you
will be automatically enrolled in our Mortgage Management Program
which will inform you when interest rates drop allowing you to save
even more money.
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TOLL FREE
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$786.00
$650.00
$650.00
$670.00
$856.00
$850.00
$618.00
$975.00
$950.00
$649.00
$628.00
$802.00

** Free investment seminars to show you how to
grow your wealth through real estate investing**
**Free Pre-Approvals for Purchases and Refinances**

Ask about our free float down feature
that guarantees you the lowest rate
available!!
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Meeting with Minneapolis
Mayor Rybak
On Tuesday, Oct. 28, 2003 a group of
Asian Americans met with Mayor Rybak
to discuss the Duy Ngo case and issued the
following statement to Mayor Rybak regarding possible police misconduct. If you
have any comments you wish to make on
this matter, you should address them directly to the Mayor's office at Minneapolis City Hall, 350 S. 5th Street, Minneapolis,
MN 55487.
While the mayor’s office has taken steps
to open up dialogue with its diverse communities, there is one department within the
city, which has a long way to go to gain the
trust of minority communities, the police
department.
It has come to our attention that one of
our community members has suffered a horrific experience with the Minneapolis police
department. Officer Duy Ngo has been exemplary to the community and a model to
our youth. His life seemed to embody the
American ideal. His career dream was to support and serve our country, our state and
our city through a career as a National Guard
military reservist and as a select member of
the elite police Gang Strike Force.
He was serving in this capacity when on
Feb. 25, 2003 he was injured in the line of
duty. He was first shot by a suspected drug
dealer while he was sitting in an unmarked
car on stakeout. Then after calling for help
and describing his situation to the dispatcher as being an “officer shot”, he was
again fired upon multiple times with an unauthorized submachine gun by a fellow Mpls
police officer who had responded to his call
for backup. This inappropriate use of deadly
force occurred despite the fact that the offending officer was familiar with officer Ngo
having been one of his trainers. This occurred despite the fact that officer Ngo was
unarmed, already wounded, on his hands
and knees on the ground, wearing a official
police department tactical squad rain jacket
which said “Police” on the front and back,
wearing his badge and was under a light
which illuminated him and the street.
Officer Ngo was shot 7 times with entrance and exit wounds adding up to 2 in his
left leg, 1 in his right leg, 5 in his groin and 4
in his left arm. It was only his flak jacket that

prevented his death. And after all this occurred, there was an unaccountable lengthy
delay in calling for an ambulance to aid him.
But what has been even more disconcerting is what has transpired since the
shooting and the police department’s response to his shooting. The police dept
acted in ways to discredit officer Ngo’s reputation and integrity by immediately issuing
statements to the press to discredit officer
Ngo, suggesting that he may have shot himself to avoid military duty or that he was
acting in violation of police rules and policy
as a rogue cop. They acted in a way as to
put officer Ngo and his family’s safety in
jeopardy by releasing his identity, photograph and home address to the press, knowing that his anonymity was critical for his
safety and ability to work undercover, releasing this information to the public while
there is still a shooting suspect at large he
could potentially identify. He has been
treated as a pariah. There was an AA community recognition event for him in June,
which was attended by the St. Paul mayor,
and police from the St. Paul gang strike force
but no one from Minneapolis came.
The police chief and union president
(who normally should be dealing only with
things like wages and benefits and not even
commenting) immediately sided public ally
with and defended the white officer, while
officer Ngo has been investigated as if he
were somehow the perpetrator.
The Asian American community does
not understand why an officer shot in the
line of duty was not recognized by his own
department for his sacrifice. Why has the
police department conducted its own investigation in to its own possible wrong doing
rather than have an unbiased independent
party consult this. Why is the police force
only 1% Asian American in a city where 89% of the population is.
There is a terrible message our community is receiving here about double standards
of justice and the impression that there are
powerful inside networks which have the
ability to manipulate the truth. It is hard for
us to understand why this is happening this
way. It is hard not to draw a conclusion that
institutional racism here may be the reality.

CHINA BUSINESS COLLOQUIUM
A China Seminar for U.S. Businesses

On November 13, 2003, a seminar will
be presented that brings together U.S. and
Chinese experts for a dialogue on current
trends and issues for U.S. businesses in
China.
Whether you are exporting, importing,
or just have an interest in business with
China, you will find the information at this
seminar invaluable. Determine your China
readiness, sharpen your strategies, and
learn from experts from China and the U.S.
Speakers scheduled include: Mr. Kent
Kedl, director of Global Business
Development for Inscape Publishing, and

China business expert and consultant. Mr.
Wang Guangfa, CEO and chairman, Beijing
Fazheng Group. Dr. Hong Yang, director,
University of Minnesota China Center. Ms.
Joan Brzesinski, assistant director, China
Center.
Lurie Besikof Lapidus and Company,
LLP and the University of Minnesota China
Center cosponsor this seminar. The seminar
will be held on Nov. 13, 2003 from 8 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. (lunch is included). Cost: $85 per
person and $65 each additional member from
the same firm. Space is limited. For
questions, please call the China Center at
612-624-1002.
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Asian Media Access
Presents
Cinema With Passion

Fulltime Killer
(Twin Cities premiere)

When: November 7th, Midnight at the
Riverview Theater
November 15th, 11a.m. at the Oak Street
Cinema
Hong Kong, 2001, 102 min., 35mm
Directors: Johnnie To and Wai Ka Fai
Cast: Andy Lau, Takashi Sorimachi, Simon
Yam, Kelly Lin, Cherrie Ying
In Cantonese, Japanese and English with
English subtitles.
For years, O (Takashi Sorimachi) resides
in an isolated world of killing and loneliness.
A disciplined perfectionist, he knows any
contact with the outside world will
jeopardize his life.
O’s life begins to change as his feelings
for his housekeeper intensify. Chin, hired
to clean his apartment, has never met her
mysterious employer. Tok (Andy Lau), a
flamboyant newcomer, fancies the thrill of
killing and is driven to become the No. 1

killer. The only challenge standing in his
way is O. Tok thus forces O out of
seclusion by approaching his secret crush.
Before Chin knows it, she has become a part
of their dangerous world.
International Police agent Lee (Simon
Yam) has been investigating O for years. It
is Lee who unveils the devastating past of
the sharpshooters, who disappeared
mysteriously after losing the gold medal.
Just when Lee’s close to cracking the case,
O vanishes altogether with Chin after a
violent shootout. Lee has a hard time letting
go of the case. He knows Tok wants to
challenge O into a duel. So who’s the
winner? Who’s the No. 1 killer? What Lee
needs now, is someone to finish the story
for him.

Killer continues on page 8

Walker Art Center, Northrop Dance Season present

CLOUD GATE
DANCE THEATRE
of Taiwan

Sat., Nov. 15 — 8 pm
Northrop Auditorium
“A masterpiece of
form and feeling”
—Chicago Sun-Times

Taiwan’s national treasure
performs Cursive, inspired by
Chinese calligraphy. With
rich shades of energy like ink
flowing onto rice paper, Lin
Hwai-Min's latest production
features stunning digital
animation and riveting music
by contemporary composer
Qu Xiao-song.
$39, $36, $31, $27

612-624-2345

www.northrop.umn.edu
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CLOUD GATE DANCE THEATRE OF TAIWAN STAGES
“CURSIVE” AT NORTHROP AUDITORIUM
NOVEMBER 15

R

egarded as a national treasure

Killer continues on page 7
Screened at the following Film Festivals:
Toronto, Berlin, South by Southwest and
San Francisco.
Contact Jackson Forderer with any
questions you may have about this film and/
or the Cinema With Passion film series.
Jackson Forderer
Movie Exhibition Coordinator

jacksonforderer@amamedia.org
www.amamedia.org
Tel: (612) 376-7715
Fax: (612) 659-7172
Asian Media Access
730 Hennepin Ave., Suite M7
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Celebrating 10 Years of Connecting the
Disconnected

in its homeland, Cloud Gate Dance Theatre
of Taiwan has become something of a
phenomenon with American audiences as
well, “brilliantly fusing dance techniques
and theatrical concepts from the East and
the West,” The New York Times has said.
First performing in the Twin Cities in
1998 with the visually stunning Songs of
the Wanderers that rained sheets of golden
rice, Cloud Gate returns with Cursive, copresented by Walker Art Center and
Northrop Dance Season at 8 p.m., Saturday,
November 15 in Northrop Auditorium. This
newest creation by Cloud Gate’s visionary
choreographer Lin Hwai-Min is inspired by
Chinese calligraphy, its black-clad dancers
on the stage’s white marley moving with
rich shades of energy like ink flowing onto
rice paper. The 70-minute performance is
staged with large projections of calligraphy
and music by renowned Chinese
contemporary composer Qu Xiao-song.
This 19-member company derives its
name from the oldest known dance in China,
“Cloud Gate” having been a ritual dance
that originated some 5,000 years ago. The
troupe’s founder and artistic director Lin
Hwai-min established the Cloud Gate
company in 1973 after studying Chinese
opera movement in his native Taiwan,
modern dance in New York, and classical
court dance in Japan and Korea. He was
named “Choreographer of the 20th
Century” by Dance Europe magazine.
Cloud Gate’s repertoire is grounded in
Asian myths, folklore, and aesthetics, giving
these age-old beliefs and stories a
contemporary and universal perspective.
The dancers are trained in Tai Chi,
meditation, Chinese Opera movement,
modern dance, and ballet.
Cursive grows out of a Lin’s longtime
exploration of traditional Chinese body
disciplines. After studying masterpieces of
Chinese calligraphy, he concluded that
despite differences in styles, all brush
strokes shared a focused energy with which
the calligraphers “danced” while writing.
Interested in pursuing the possibilities of

Tai Chi and martial arts, Lin asked Cloud
Gate dancers to improvise by facing
enlarged images of calligraphy. They
absorbed the energy, or Chi, of the writer
and imitated the linear “route” of the ink.
Thus Cursive was born, full of lyrical flows
and strong punctuations — subtle, slow
motions and martial arts-like attacks
exploding powerfully.
Lin, who holds a Masters in Fine Arts
degree from the Writers Workshop at the
University of Iowa, has said that it took him
20 years to figure out how to do this piece.
“I had to get it right because calligraphy is
at the core of the Chinese cultural
aesthetic,” he told Hedy Weiss of the
Chicago Sun Times. Likening calligraphy
to an abstract painting, Lin remarked, “It
seems to be so free, but each character
conveys a great deal of meaning. It also
reveals the personal _expression of the
writer.”
Upon seeing the production, Weiss
lauded it “a masterpiece of form and
feeling.” She added, “Cloud Gate dancers
possess a control and articulation on the
verge of superhuman. These are performers
who can make stillness every bit as eloquent
as animation.”
Tickets for Cursive are $39, $36, $31, $27
with discounts available — call 612-6242345 or online at www.northrop.umn.edu

PERFORMANCE
PREVIEW:
A member of Cloud Gate Dance Theatre
of Taiwan provides insights about Cursive
and answers audience questions in a free
forum at 7:15 p.m. in 308 Northrop before
the evening’s program. Seating is limited.
This event is made possible in part with
a grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board
through an appropriation by the Minnesota
State Legislature and a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
The Walker Art Center’s Performing Arts
Program is generously supported by funds
from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
through the Doris Duke Fund for Jazz and
Dance and the Doris Duke Performing Arts
Endowment Fund.

TECHNOLOGY
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CHINA SENDS MAN INTO SPACE:
ONLY THIRD NATION TO DO SO

By Jennifer Nordin, China Insight
Staff Writer

On Thursday, October 16, China made
history by becoming the third nation to
achieve manned space flight after the former
Soviet Union and the United States.
Astronaut, (taikonaut in Chinese) Lt. Col.
Yang Liwei, 38-year-old fighter pilot turned
astronaut, ascended into the sky in the
spaceship Shenzhou 5 from a launch site in
the Gobi Desert at 9:00 a.m. local time on
October 15. After more than 21 hours and
14 orbits around the earth, Yang landed

safely in Inner Mongolia at around 6:23 a.m.
local time. He commented, “The spaceship
operated well. I feel very good, and I am
proud of my motherland.”
This successful space flight is the latest
accomplishment in the history of China’s
space program begun in 1955 as a rocketry

SPECIAL OFFER
China Insight is pleased to
announce that it has made
special arrangements with the
China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade (CCPIT) to
make available the 2002/2003
edition of The Directory of China’s
Foreign Trade (DCFT). This latest
version contains a number of
updates from earlier editions.
The Directory has been edited 100%
by CCPIT and contains a list of its
members that are interested in
international trade with an emphasis on export. This is an
important tool for economic exchange between businesses
from foreign countries and Chinese enterprises. The DCFT
contains over 700 pages and includes important contact
information, products, trading and marketing.
Also included is a listing of industrial classifications and codes as
published by the Statistic Bureau of China, foreign trade
organizations and information web sites within China.
Now you can obtain this valuable resource directory that is usually
available only to foreign trade offices of countries throughout the
world. Act now and you can receive the Directory of China’s Foreign
Trade for $100.00 (U.S.) delivered to your address in the U.S..
There are no additional charges.
Simply complete the coupon below and mail your corporate check
for $100.00 to China Insight, P.O. Box 1075, Minnetonka, MN 55345
Name________________________ Position___________________
Company_______________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City_______________________ State __________ Zip_________
Telephone__________________ Email_______________________

program by Tsien Hsue-sen a Chinese-born,
American-trained rocketry expert who cofounded NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
It was not until 1992 that China launched a

CHINA SPACE continues on page 11
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Madame Chiang Kai-shek

M

adame Chiang Kai-shek,
who became one of the
world's most famous
women as she helped her
husband fight the Japanese
during World War II and later the Chinese
Communists,
has died in
New York. She
was
105.
Though born
in the East,
M a d a m e
Chiang was
thoroughly
Western in
thought and
p h i l o s o p h y.
Brought up in
a Methodist
family, she
studied
in
America from
the age of 10 to
19 and graduated with honors from
Wellesley College in Massachusetts in 1917.
"The only thing Oriental about me is my
face," she once said.

Madame Chiang, also known as Soong
Mei-ling, had lived in semi-seclusion after
President Chiang Kai-shek's death in 1975,
spending much of the time in her Manhattan apartment. Her last visit to Taiwan was
in 1995.
She caught a cold Wednesday and developed minor symptoms of pneumonia "be-

fore going very peacefully" at home Thursday night, said Chiang Fang Chih-yi, widow
of Chiang Kai-shek's grandson Chiang
Hsiao-yung.
Madame Chiang and her husband were
once major political forces in the Nationalist
government that ruled China before losing a
civil war to the Communists in 1949 and retreating to Taiwan. But the Chiangs' influence faded fast as Taiwan shed its
authoritarian past and evolved into a democracy during the past two decades.
Her supporters said she was a powerful
force for international friendship, understanding and good. But her detractors called
her an arrogant dragon lady and propagandist for her husband's corrupt, incompetent
government.
Her family's background could serve as
a brief history of modern China as seen
through revolution, efforts to unify and
modernize and the split between the Communist People's Republic of China and the
Nationalists' Republic of China.
Her father, Charles Soong, was educated
as a Christian missionary at Vanderbilt University in Tennessee. Mei-Ling was the
youngest of his three daughters -- known
for their beauty and their marriages to some
of the most influential men of pre-World War
II China.
Ai-Ling,
the eldest,
m a r r i e d
China's finance minister
H.H. Kung.
Ching-Ling
married Dr.
Sun Yat-sen,
leader of the
Nationalist
revolution that
overthrew
China's last
emperor in
1911 and a
close associate of her father.
Mei-Ling's wedding completed the picture and inspired a famous saying about the
Soong sisters, "One loved money, one loved
power and one loved China."

The one who loved power was Madame
Chiang.
She met her husband, a disciple of Sun,
around 1920, and married him on Dec.1, 1927.
She later converted him to Methodism, but

their marriage was often stormy, in part because of Chiang's infidelities.
She was a working wife, taking on tasks

ranging from interpreter and social worker
to the head of China's air force during World
War II.
Madame Chiang also was one of her
husband's most prominent lobbyists in
Washington. The Generalissimo could not
speak English and disliked dealing with foreigners, so his wife became his spokesman,
creating an image of an attractive, young

couple trying to steer China out of war.
In one of her most famous U.S. public
appearances, she addressed the U.S. Congress in 1943 in perfect English, her slender
figure dressed in a stunning black traditional
Chinese dress. She tried to convince the
American lawmakers that defeating Japan
was more important than stopping Germany,
and that U.S. forces should concentrate more
on battling the Japanese in China.
After the Japanese defeat, she returned
to Washington in 1948 to ask for aid to fight
the Communists. But many lawmakers had
given up on the corrupt and repressive Nationalist government, which eventually lost
the war.
As the Generalissimo's health deteriorated, control of the Nationalist government
eventually passed in 1972 to one of his two
sons by a previous marriage, Chiang Chingkuo. Madame Chiang and her husband had
no children of their own, and she had long
been on bad terms with Chiang Ching-kuo.
After her husband's death in 1975, Madame Chiang moved to the United States.
When then-President Jimmy Carter announced that the United States was breaking off diplomatic relations with Taiwan and
recognizing the Communist People's Republic of China in 1979, Madame Chiang remained in
seclusion and
did not comment.
The Nationalists
eventually
gave up the
goal of retaking the mainland, and the
party's ranks
began to fill
with native
Taiwanese as
the influence
of the mainlanders who
retreated with
Chiang Kaishek faded
away.
In March 2000, the party lost its fivedecade control of Taiwan's presidency to
the Democratic Progressive Party, once
banned during the martial law era.
Madame Chiang endorsed Nationalist
candidate Lien Chan, but few voters paid
serious attention to her and Lien was battered at the polls -- an example of her fading
influence.
She is survived by the grandchildren
and great grandchildren of Chiang Chingkuo. As this article was prepared, final funeral arrangements have not been
announced but undoubtedly her family will
be faced with many of the same controversies in making arrangements as did Madame
Chiang experienced in her lifetime.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Source: This article was complied from
many news sources and publications.
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United Airlines and
Air China Agree on
Marketing Alliance
Relationship to
Provide Unrivaled
Access Between United
States and China

B

EIJING /PRNewswire/ -- United
Airlines and Air China announced they have reached a
marketing alliance, including cooperation on
code share flights, frequent flyer programs
and airport lounges, taking an important step
toward expanding their networks and better
serving the needs of customers.
The marketing alliance between United
and Air China will take effect on Oct. 31,
when United's 14 weekly flights (daily
Beijing-Chicago and daily Shanghai-San
Francisco service) connecting the U.S. with
China will carry United's and Air China's
codes. At the same time, Air China's 12
weekly flights (four Beijing-Los Angeles,
three Beijing-New York and five Beijing-San
Francisco) will be operating under Air China's
and United's flight numbers. In total, the two
carriers will offer 26 nonstop code share
flights a week between China and the U.S.
"Our new marketing alliance with Air
China will provide our customers with more
travel options and benefits," said Glenn F.
Tilton, Chairman, President and CEO, United
Airlines. "China's aviation market is growing rapidly, and Air China's extensive network covers all major business and travel
hubs in China. The new relationship with
Air China will further expand United's worldwide network and access to China."
Air China President, Li Jiaxiang, added,
"Air China aims to become one of the world's
major airlines. To align with world-class airlines such as United is a key component of
Air China's globalization strategy. The agreement with United Airlines is an important
milestone for Air China."
Under the agreement with Air China,
United will extend its service from Beijing
and Shanghai to five other cities via codeshare flights operated by Air China carrying
United's codes. The five cities are
Guangzhou, Shenyang, Xi'an, Fuzhou and
Shenzhen.
Air China will also extend its network by
adding its flight numbers onto United's
flights from Chicago, San Francisco and Los
Angeles to 14 other U.S. cities: Atlanta, Boston, Dallas, Honolulu, Houston, Las Vegas,
Miami, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia,
Phoenix, Portland, Seattle and Washington

D.C.
Members of United Airlines' Mileage Plus
frequent flyer program and Air China's Companion frequent flyer program will be able to
earn qualifying frequent flyer miles/kilometers on both carriers' code-share flights and
redeem awards on all United and Air China
flights.
About Air China
Air China is a subsidiary of China National Aviation Holding Company (CNCH)
and was established on October 28, 2002,
consolidating the original Air China, China
National Aviation Company (CNAC), and
China Southwest Airlines. Air China completed an internal restructuring plan on July
28, 2003. Currently, Air China operates 395
routes, including 73 international and 322
domestic routes and offers 480 scheduled
services on a daily basis. It has branch offices in Chengdu, Hangzhou, Chongqing,
Tianjin, and Inner Mongolia. It has a total of
31 domestic offices and 46 overseas offices.
Air China ranks first among the Chinese airlines in terms of its total assets, fleet and
extensive domestic and international networks.
About United Airlines
United entered China's market in 1986
and is one of the major U.S. carriers serving
China, with 21 weekly flights to Beijing and
Shanghai. In 2002, United's employees broke
35 company records and achieved the best
overall operational performance in the
company's 77-year history. United Airlines
finished 2002 ranked No. 1 in the industry in
domestic on-time performance among major
airlines as published in the Department of
Transportation's Air Travel Consumer Report for 2002. United and United Express
operate more than 3,300 flights a day on a
route network that spans the globe. News
releases and other information about United
can be found at the company's web site at
www.united.com.
Source: United Airlines; Air China

CHINA SPACE
from page 9
program with the goal of manned space
missions. After this monumental success,
China’s next goals are performing docking
maneuvers in space, developing a space
station, putting a man on the moon before
the Beijing Olympics in 2008 and a
Hubble-like orbiting telescope.
Obviously, the flight was a source of
great national pride to the Chinese
people. It symbolized China’s position
as a technologically advanced nation. Its
success reflected well on China’s new
political leadership. Overall, international
reaction to this manned flight has been
positive, although some wariness has
been expressed.
Susan Shirk, a China specialist at the
University of California-San Diego, said
Yang’s flight would allow China to feel
greater national pride without doing so
at the expense of other countries. It’s a
focus for a kind of positive nationalism
similar to the Olympics, which can
substitute for a more assertive, negative
nationalism that involves blaming others
for China’s own problems,” she says.
The mission, according to USA
Today, also appears to indicate further
progress by Chinese President Hu Jintao
in cementing his authority at the expense
of his predecessor, Jiang Zemin. Since
Hu took office in March, factions loyal to
him and Jiang have skirmished.
The success of this mission capped
an 11-year effort that has cost this stillpoor nation an estimated $2 billion
annually. The flight by Yang followed
four unmanned test flights of the
Shenzhou or “Divine Vessel” spacecraft.
Yoon Duk-min, a regional security
expert at the Institute of Foreign Affairs
and National Security in Seoul, South
Korea, said “We should be proud of the
fact that Asia’s space technology has
come this far.” He believes that China’s
accomplishments could inspire dynamic
competition in space research as well as
“help elevate Asian technology by one
significant notch.” The United States,
Vietnam and other governments
congratulated China on what NASA
administrators called “an important
achievement in the history of human
exploration.”
Manned space flight is a significant
mark of China’s technological progress.
It can also be perceived as a threat by
other Asian nations if it were used for
military purposes even though Chinese
officials insist that all forays into space
will be peaceful. Both Japan and India
offered congratulations to China on its
space flight, but they remain cautious.
Japanese military analyst Tetsuo Maeda
said that the launch will “hasten Japan’s
ballistic missile defense program.” Uday
Bhaskar, deputy director of the Institute
of Defense Studies and Analyses in New
Delhi, India said that “India should be
monitoring China’s capability.” “India
and China are natural competitors,” he
stated. “The challenge is to keep it
healthy.”
Joseph Kahn, in his analysis in the
New York Times, viewed China’s efforts
in space as “part of a broader push for
international recognition” as well as an
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effort to catch up with the west by
“retrac[ing] the steps that made the
United States the world’s unmatched
superpower.”
While it is always wise to consider and
be aware of potential dangers to national
security, it is harmful to develop the
awareness to the point of paranoia.
China’s achievements in space should be
lauded by the international community. If
China is indeed trying to “catch up to the
west” using the United States’ path as a
model, it needn’t be a threat. Russia and
the United States, former rivals, have come
together to further space research. They
should welcome China into the elite group
of countries who have sent people to
space and work together.
And although taikonaut Yang Liwei
became an instant national hero in China,
where is he? As of this writing, Yang has
not appeared anywhere in public. There
have not been any ticker-tape parades in
Beijing or other appearances. Instead, his
8-year old son has been the human face
of the media blitz. Yang Ningkang made
his debut on state television several
weeks ago when his father talked to him
from orbit.
His absence may be an attempt by the
government to temper the individual side
of the achievement it has been
aggressively promoting. “It is normal that
Yang Liwei has been regarded as a national
hero and a good example for the young to
learn from” said Peng Zongchao, a
professor of public policy at Tsinghua
University in Beijing.
Peng, however cautioned, “The
government should make sure there aren’t
excessive reports about one individual,
because behind the success there was a
whole project and system supporting the
mission.”
China’s space program employs tens
of thousands of people, many of whom
work in secrecy and will not share in the
limelight.
Yang was one of three finalists for the
space flight. They were part of a 14member astronaut corps picked from
among 1,500 military pilots. He was
picked just hours before the flight. It was
also reveled that Yang was promoted to a
full colonel week’s prior to the flight but
was not informed so that if he were
selected, he would not be distracted.
Just as this article is being finalized, it
has been announced that China’s first
man in space will appear in public…not
on the Chinese mainland but in Hong
Kong.
Yang Liwei will spend four days in
Hong Kong starting Friday, Oct. 31, 2003,
according to the territory leader Tung
Chee-hwa. The appearance, the first
publicly announced for Yang, seems as
an attempt at boosting the former British
colony’s topic sense of China
nationalism.
During his four-day visit, Yang’s
Shenzhou 5 space capsule and its landing
parachute, his space suit and samples of
his meals will be on display, Tung told
reporters in Hong Kong.
Following Yang’s flight, China said it
would launch another Shenzhou flight
within two years and eventually plan to
establish a permanent manned spaced
station.
Stay tuned.
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HISTORIC CLASS TO RECEIVE
CHINA EXECUTIVE MBA
By Greg Hugh, China Insight Staff Writer

I

t will be a very memorable and historic
day in November 2003, when the first
graduating class from the Carlson
School of Management’s China
Executive MBA (CHEMBA) program
receives their EMBA degree. Established
in 2001 with Lingnan (University) College
at Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou,
China, the CHEMBA program was China’s
first accredited EMBA program with a
foreign university.
To appreciate the significance of this
milestone event, one needs to understand
some of the background that led to the
implementation of such a program.
According to Mahmood
Zaidi, professor and director
of International Programs
Development at the Carlson
School of Management and
the Academic Director of
CHEMBA, it took a period of
over two years to raise funds
and develop a consensus in both countries
that this was a worthwhile program to
pursue. It was also important to the Carlson
School that like its other programs, it had to
be self-sustaining from the beginning and
not underwritten or subsidized with public
funds.
With the help of Zaidi, the University of
Minnesota’s Carlson School of
Management had already successfully
implemented the first offshore MBA degree
program at the Warsaw School of Economics
in Poland. This expertise in transition
economies was attractive to Lingnan
(University) College, L (U) C, the Chinese
authorities and businesses in China.
Furthermore, China’s emerging market was
strategically important to both Minnesota
businesses and the Minnesota economy.

Education-American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
In addition to securing and meeting the
necessary academic
requirements,
this program needed to gain the support of
businesses in both countries. L (U) C was
able to get the support of many Chinese
businesses when it received the support of
its alumni group that was lead by Dr. James
Wu, Honorary Chairman, and L (U) C Board
of Trustees.
In the United States, business support
was bestowed by the likes of 3M (U.S. and
China) & other Minnesota Corporations.
As for the compatibility of the two
universities that have created this CHEMBA
program, one only needs to look at their
respective histories.
Founded in 1851, the University of
Minnesota is one of the most
comprehensive universities in the United
States and ranks among the top 3 public
research universities in the country. For
more than 80 years, the Carlson School has
brought people and ideas together, fulfilling
its mission of teaching, research, and
outreach. Today, this tradition is carried
forth by an international community of
students, faculty, and management
professionals who make up the Carlson
School’s professional learning community.
Sun Yat-sen University, located in
Guangzhou, the capital city of Guangdong
Province, and adjacent to Hong Kong and
Macau, was founded in 1924 by Dr. Sun Yatsen. With a deep-rooted academic tradition,
Sun Yat-sen University is regarded as the
most comprehensive university in Southern
China.

correct, the inauguration of CHEMBA
Program in China was not scheduled until
September 2001. As fate would have it, The
Attack on America on September 11th
occurred and the program’s launch was
questionable. After all the work it took to
put this program together, it was decided
that a delay would provide the terrorists
threat with an international victory so the
inauguration of CHEMBA 2001 proceeded
as scheduled on Sept. 20, 2001 resulting in
a class of 35 candidates. This 2001 class
was scheduled to complete all its
requirements by May of 2003 but due to the
unforeseen emergence of the SARS virus,
the class could not complete its
International Residency component of
traveling to the United States until now. It
should also be noted that the U.S. State
Department cooperated in a timely manner
by granting the necessary visas for these
CHEMBA candidates to enter the United
States.
The first CHEMBA class
will be arriving in the United
States on November first to
complete the International
Residency portion of their
program. This portion of the
curriculum will consists of
classroom lectures, visits to
Minnesota businesses and a
number of social events. The
visits to businesses will be
hosted by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis, 3M,

Carlson Companies, General Mills,
Medtronic and H.B. Fuller—all of them
having some business interests in China.
These candidates will also get a taste of the
U.S. social experience: a banquet at the
Minneapolis Club and an evening at the
Minnesota Orchestra, both events hosted
by Eugene Sit, Chairman of SIT
Investments, and a member of the Carlson
School’s International Programs Advisory
Council. The formal graduation ceremonies
will be held on November 10th.
These CHEMBA I candidates all hold
executive positions within some of the
leading firms, both Chinese and foreign
owned in a wide variety of industries
throughout China. Such industries include:
technology, finance, pharmaceutical, and
textile and government administration.
CHEMBA II class is scheduled to do its
International Residency at the Carlson
School in May 2004. The CHEMBA III class
was inaugurated by Dean Larry Benveniste
in Guangzhou in September 2003.
On November 3, 2003, the China Center
of the University of Minnesota will host a
reception and dinner for this first CHEMBA
class. Although the public is invited to this
reception and dinner at the Carlson School’s
Below:
Opening Ceremony of CHEMBA III
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During the early stages of this process,
the Carlson School and L (U) C had to
complete a number of steps that were
outlined in a Memorandum of
Understanding that both schools had
signed. L (U) C and the Carlson School had
to get the joint venture approved by the
Education of Ministry of China as well as
the Degree Committee of the State Council.
The Carlson School had to get the approval
of its own faculty and the Board of Regents
at the University of Minnesota and by the
International Association of Management

Lingnan (University) College was named
after Lingnan University, which was set up
in 1888 by Americans in Guangzhou as a
private university and transferred to Chinese
nationals in 1927. With a strong teaching
staff and graduates, by the 1930’s, Lingnan
University had acquired considerable fame
at home and abroad and established
academic links with famous universities
worldwide. In 1952, as a result of
reorganization of the universities in China,
Lingnan University’s departments were
incorporated into several other universities
and Sun Yat-sen University.
Since it took the better part of almost
three years to get this program exactly
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China’s Future
Rests in
Schools

C

hina isn’t a rich country yet. It
seems to think that the best way
to become a rich country is to build
things. But is China investing too
heavily in things and not enough in people?
Does its edifice complex threaten its future
prosperity? Will it yield an ever-wider gap
between haves and have-nots, asks The
Asian Wall Street Journal.
James Heckman, a Nobel Prize-winning
economist from the University of Chicago,
thinks so. A couple of years ago, he toured
Chinese factories on the way to a conference
on capital markets in Chongqing. “They buy
fancy equipment, and they can’t run it,” he
says. “There are a lot of skilled Chinese,
but there are even more machines that need
skilled workers.” With those factories fresh
in his mind, he talked at the conference not
about financial markets, but about China’s
myopic policies toward what economists
call “human capital.” China spends less on
education than other developing countries,
according to United Nations tallies. In 199899, the latest data available, China spent a
sum equal to 2.2% of its gross domestic
product on education and roughly 15 times
that amount on physical capital. Turkey
spent 2.9% on education, India 3.2%, Russia
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private dining room in the basement level,
deadline for making reservations was
October 24, 2003, which occurred before we
went to press so if you are interested in
attending, you would need to call the China
Center at 612-624-1002 to check on

availability. The reception will begin at 5p.m.
with dinner to follow. The highlight of the
evening will be a keynote presentation by
Mr. Andy Wong, vice president and general
manager, Optical Systems Division of the
3M Company.

3.5% and the Philippines 4.2%. (The U.S.
spent 5%.)
There are signs that may be changing.
College enrollment is swelling, The official
People’s Daily says 2.5 million will graduate
from college next year, up from 1.2 million in
2001. There is a glut of recent college grads
in the big cities who can’t find jobs there.
But children of migrants from the
countryside to big cities aren’t welcome in
local public schools. Available data
suggests paltry public spending on
elementary and secondary schooling in
China’s poorer western provinces.
This could be a colossal mistake. For all
the dazzling technology of the 20th century,
the secret of American prosperity was in
education—from the transformation of
American high schools to serve all comers
to the US government-financed march of
returning World War II soldiers to college.
China’s recent economic success is
impressive. But it can last only if it shifts
resources away from public works projects
and skyscrapers toward its schools,
Heckman cautions. “Human beings are as
important, if not more important, than
physical capital in creating wealth and
generating a successful economy,” he says.

Source: World Bank Press Review
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The Minnesota China Teacher Exchange:
How to Experience A Positive Force for Change
By Dr. Dick Ott, Vice President
Minnesota China Teacher Exchange

T

he
Minnesota/China
Teacher Exchange is a little
known facet of education in
Minnesota. Little known that
is except to the students and
teachers all over the state who have
benefited from taking part in the program.
What follows is an attempt to explain what
the program is and to seek interested
individuals who would like to participate in
the Exchange by teaching, volunteering or
finding out how we can benefit businesses.
For the past 17 years the educational
experience for many Minnesota school
children has been enriched by the presence
of teachers from the Peoples Republic of
China. The China of Mao and the women of
World Cup Soccer. The Chinese teachers
have been everywhere from Minnetonka
(for 16 of the 17 years) to Mora and from
Stillwater to Grand Rapids. At present there
is a healthy Chinese language program in
Minnetonka schools that stems, in large
part, from the Chinese teachers’ presence
and influence.
That is only part of the story because
the program has sent almost seventy
Minnesota teachers to the Peoples Republic
in good times and bad. They have taught
mainly in Zhejiang Province which is a large
and now wealthy, coastal province 120 miles
south and west of Shanghai. The Minnesota
teachers have mostly taught in the
Hangzhou Foreign Language School (one
of the premiere middle/high schools in
China). The teachers have also made their
presence felt in colleges and universities.
Often the spouses of teachers also teach.
Knowledge of Chinese is not necessary as
most of the students have excellent English
language skills.
Conceived in 1983 and launched in 1985
the MN China Teacher Exchange began
early in China’s opening to the West. At
that time much of the ‘knowledge’
Minnesota had of China was conditioned
by the stereotypes of the Mao years: the
masses dressed in drab, uniform, clothing,
performing intense physical labor to create

massive public works projects. One of the
effects of the Exchange has been to dispel
those stereotypes by allowing Chinese and
Minnesota teachers to live for an extended
period of time in each other’s country. (The
Chinese come to Minnesota for a year and
our teachers can go to China for either a 6
month or 12 month stay.)
Access to ordinary Chinese life for
these Minnesota teachers is virtually
unprecedented. Most foreigners are
sequestered in purpose built housing and
their contacts are circumscribed. The
Hangzhou Foreign Language School
houses Minnesota teachers in the same
blocks of flats as Chinese teachers. The
teachers are free to interact with their
English speaking colleagues. (Many
Chinese have been eager to interact with
the teachers in other venues just to be able
to practice English.) The Minnesota
teachers also meet with students and their
families. They travel all over China and they
bring back to Minnesota a wealth of
knowledge that they then impart to their
students and to adults at presentations and
meetings.
The teachers from China have also had
experiences that are out of the ordinary.
They come to Minnesota and live for a full
year with host families. The Chinese have
experienced a way of life that was far
different from theirs. Recently, as their lives
in China have changed they can see how
they are moving closer to the way people in
Minnesota live. (Most Chinese aspire to
own single family homes and cars but they

are not there yet.) They teach in Minnesota
Public Schools and meet colleagues,
students, and others from all walks of life.
They have traveled to most of the fifty
states with travel to Niagara Falls being a
coveted experience.
The Hangzhou teachers through their
affability and teaching capability have
shown that the Chinese are not a mass of
people but individuals who leave a large
gap in our lives when they leave after a year.
The Minnesota/China Teacher
Exchange has continued because of
cooperation between Zhejiang Province and
Minnesota. (The Hangzhou Foreign
Language School and the provincial
administrators are all committed supporters
of the program.) In Minnesota the State
Department of Education has functioned as
a sponsor for the program and the
Minnetonka School District and ECMECC
(East Central Minnesota Educational Cable
Cooperative, group of school districts that
cooperate for cable TV education) have
been staunch supporters accepting a
teacher from China each year.
The program has reached a watershed.
Recently the small amount of funding
supplied by the State Department of
Education dried up. The organization is
now dependent on donations from
participating teachers. School districts are
no longer able to let teachers go on
sabbatical, or leave, as much as they once
did. Nor can they support the teachers with
supplies or curriculum help. Most teachers
going from Minnesota buy their own
airplane tickets and pay travel expenses just
for the pleasure of taking part in the
program. (The Foreign Language School
pays them a stipend and supplies them with
housing and a bike…it takes a lot of money
and time to learn to drive a car in China)
This brings me back to my opening
paragraph. We are looking for people who
would like to teach in China. You do not
need a teaching degree. Experience in
business or education is fine. The ability to
live and work in a foreign culture is key but
foreign experience is not a prerequisite
(Although it is helpful. China is different
still from the United States) All you need is
an open mind and a desire to learn and teach.
We can help you with curriculum and with
an introduction to China. You don’t need
to know Chinese; many Chinese speak
English and you can get along by learning

some of the language. If you are a
University teacher we can place you and if
you are a teacher from elementary to high
school we welcome inquiries. We can place
you as well.
If you own a business, or work in one,
we would also like to hear from you. The
Exchange has excellent contacts with
Chinese government entities and with
Chinese businesses through past and
present Chinese participants in the
Exchange. We can help you to further
business in China. We would also
appreciate your help in supplying funding
and other resources to keep the Exchange
going. We are on our way to being a nonprofit so donations can be tax deductible.
In sum the Exchange has been of
immense value to both Minnesota and
China. (Minnesota’s third largest trading
partner is China). The exchange has brought
knowledge, diminished stereotypes and
changed lives. We need your help to keep it
going.
If you would like to participate call us
for more information on how to get involved
or if you just would like to meet individuals
who are learned about China.
Douglas Palmer
952-831-5006
Dr. Dick Ott
952-542-0609
Michael Johnson
651-774-8033

The China
Calendar
A FREE E-MAIL UPDATE
SERVICE

China Insight offers a free
service for our readers:
ChinaCalendar e-mail updates.
It is sent out approximately
biweekly and augments China
Insight’s monthly print calendar by
providing more detail and up-to-the
minute news on local events.
Whether you have business or
cultural interests in China,
ChinaCalendar keeps you apprised
of the latest local events. Sign up
online at www.chinainsight.info by
clicking on the ChinaCalendar link.
At the same time, organizations
may now submit information on any
of their events directly via the
website. We intend to forward all
such news to registered subscribers
approx. the 2nd and 4th Wednesday
of each month.
Thank you for your support.
Our goal continues to be to provide
you with the most relevant
information about U.S.-China
cultural and business harmony and
we invite you to also contact us with
any suggestions as to topics you
would
like
featured
at
articles@chinainsight.info.
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CHINA’S CENTRAL PEOPLE’S GOVERNMENT:

THE STATE COUNCIL
By Lisong Liu, China Insight Staff Writer

China’s Premier, Wen Jiabao.
Source: People Daily

I

n this issue we will talk about the
central people’s government of
PRC: the State Council. It is the
highest executive body of the state
power and the highest organ of
state administration. We will first introduce
the composition and functions of the State
Council, then pay more attention to the new
government’s institutional reform as
adopted by the 10 th National People’s
Congress (NPC) this year.

1. Composition and functions
The State Council is composed of the
Premier (Wen Jiabao as current Premier), the
Vice Premiers (currently 4 people), the State
Councilors (currently 5 people), the
Ministers of various Ministries and
Commissions (currently 28 people), the
Auditor General (1 person), and the
Secretary General (1 person).
In addition, the current State Council
includes the following: an ad hoc
organization directly under the State
Council, which is newly set up, called
Commission of the State-owned Assets
Supervision and Administration; 18
organizations under direct administration of
the State Council, such as General
Administration of Customs and State
Intellectual Property Office; 6 working
organs directly under the State Council,
such as Overseas Chinese Affairs Office and
Legislative Affairs Office; 14 institutions
directly under the State Council, such as
Xinhua News Agency and Chinese
Academy of Sciences; and 12
administrations and bureaus under the
Ministries and Commissions of the State
Council, such as the State Grain
Administration and the State Post Bureau.
The term of the office of the State
Council is the same (five years) as that of
the NPC. The Premier, Vice Premiers and
State Councilors serve no more than two
consecutive terms. Executive meetings of
the State Council include the Premier, who
presides over the meetings, the Vice
Premiers, the State Councilors and the

Secretary General. Under the leadership of
the Premier, the Auditor General directs the
auditing body which independently
exercises its power to supervise by auditing
the revenue and expenditure of all
departments under the State Council and of
the local governments at different levels.
The State Council is to carry out the
principles and policies of the Communist
Party of China and the regulations and laws
adopted by the NPC, and to deal with such
affairs as China’s internal politics, diplomacy,
national defense, finance, economy, culture
and education. It exercises the powers of
administrative legislation, administrative
leadership, submitting proposals, economic
management, diplomatic administration,
social administration and other powers
granted by the NPC and its Standing
Committee.

2. Institutional Reforms
a. Reforms in history
The institutional reform adopted by the
10th NPC is in fact the fifth large-scale
government restructuring since the 1980s.
The first one took place in 1981 approved
by the 5th NPC, reduced the agencies of the
State Council from 100 to 61, while the staff
number in the State Council decreased from
51,000 to 30,000. The second government
restructuring in 1988 and the third one in
1993 further reduced the numbers of
agencies under the administration of the
State Council. In the third restructuring the
Taiwan Affairs Office and Information Office
of the State Council were added.
The fourth institutional reform in 1998
was also a dramatic one. It cut the number
of State Council departments from 40 to 29,
and staff numbers were cut in half, from
32,000 to 16,700. Similar reforms also were
carried out in local government agencies.
The key inherent theme of these reforms
was to adapt the state planning apparatus
to the needs of economic reform and
development, to separate administration
from enterprise management and to improve
government management and its style of
working.
b. The restructuring of the new
government in 2003
Adopted by the 10th NPC in March 2003,
the restructuring of the new government this
year reduced the number of ministerial-level
departments from 29 to 28. Though the
restructuring seems to be mild in the sense
that it keeps the general government
structure unchanged, its main objectives are
to clarify bureaucratic responsibilities,
achieve streamlined decision-making and
take government further away from
micromanaging the economy.
CSASA. The Commission of the Stateowned Assets Supervision and
Administration (CSASA) was created in the

reform. It is expected to bring the oversight
of State assets under one body. There are
195 large enterprises owned by the central
government, plus their subsidiary
companies, increasing the number of such
enterprises with State assets to 12,000.
Previously, there were several departments
involved with overseeing these State assets,
which resulted in complicated crossownership of the assets. The new
Commission is to work as an investor as
stipulated in the company law and keep out
of other affairs. A key concern in such a
restructuring is how to divide the state
assets between the central government and
local authorities, and how to organize the
local State-asset management bodies.
SDRC. The State Development and
Reform Commission (SDRC) integrates the
functions of the former State Development
Planning Commission, the Structural Reform
Office and the State Economic and Trade
Commission. The new Commission is to
strength the government’s macroeconomic
control. It is responsible for the
comprehensive study and formulation of
policies on economic and social
development, and for guiding and
advancing economic system reform.
CBRC. The China Banking Regulatory
Commission (CBRC) takes over the

regulatory role from the People’s Bank of
China. CBRC will exercise unified
supervision and control of banks, property
management companies, trust and
investment corporations as well as savings
deposits financial institutions. The central
bank will be mainly responsible for drawing
up and implementing monetary policies,
while still supervising financial activities
such as cash flow and the entry and exit of
foreign reserves.
Ministry of Commerce. Before the
establishment of the Ministry of Commerce,
China divided domestic and foreign trade
as a copy of the former Soviet Union’s
system. Such a separation was not in line
with the new role of China after her entry

into the WTO with the open market and the
need to absorb foreign investment. The
Ministry of Commerce thus integrates the
functions of the former State Economic and
Trade Commission and that of the former
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic
Co-operation. Lu Fuyuan, now 58 years old,
is the first commerce minister.
SFDA and SAWS. The State Food and
Drug Administration is to exercise the
functions of the former State Food
Administration, and to strengthen the
management of the safety of food, health
products, cosmetics and medicine which are
directly related to people’s life. Together
with the upgrading of the State
Administration of Work Safety to an
institution directly under the State Council,
such institutional restructuring shows the
need and action for increasing
consciousness for people’s fundamental
interests and public safety.

3. “Four phrases” of the new
government
The newly elected Premier Wen Jiabao,
in a meeting with the press during the 10th
NPC, put the work of his new cabinet in a
nutshell of “four phrases”: “achieve one
goal,” “implement two key policies,” “solve
three major economic problems” and
“promote reforms in four major aspects.”

The one goal is to maintain a sustainable
and comparatively rapid development of the
national economy and improve people’s
living standards.
The two key policies are to realize the
strategic economic restructuring and
continue to open up to the outside world.
The three major economic problems
include how to solve unemployment and
social security system, how to increase
fiscal revenue and cut public spending, and
how to correct and standardize the
economic order.
The “reforms in four major aspects”
include the reform of the rural economy, the
reform of state-owned enterprises, the
reform of financial system and the reform of
governmental agencies.
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